
Leveraging custom compliance review 
workflows for email data with Brainspace 
and Relativity.

Achieve compliance  
in digital communication 
review with Spectra

Today, data is everywhere. It drives the sharing of information between individuals and organizations and plays 
an intrinsic role in the advancement of nearly every industry. With new data sources continually emerging and 
data stores expanding, companies have had to reconsider how data is captured and maintained. This trend has 
resulted in wide-ranging information governance and regulatory standards that are designed to safeguard the 
privacy and rights of the individuals represented.

Organizations across the globe are seeking next-generation solutions to reliably accommodate increasing data 
compliance demands. For many Lighthouse clients managing regulated data, this solution is provided on the 
Spectra platform.

Spectra is engineered to empower the processing, review, and production of electronically stored information, 
and is uniquely capable of helping legal teams achieve compliance across electronic communications. Our 
expert team collaborates with clients to develop customized workflows on the Spectra platform to support 
external and internal audits and reviews, and data calls, such as DSARs.

Spectra provides the capabilities that in-house compliance and ediscovery teams need to meet their routine 
compliance checkpoints, while allowing them to experience peace of mind knowing they can rely upon our 
on-demand service and support. With our dynamic support model, clients can maintain complete control of 
their data review process on the Spectra platform or seek guidance from Lighthouse legal and  
technology professionals.

Whether helping clients streamline their email compliance review to meet healthcare regulations or assisting 
EU-based legal teams in efficiently addressing DSARs, the Spectra platform and Lighthouse services 
and support allow organizations to reduce the complexities and costs associated with maintaining their 
compliance programs.
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